FOR THE FIELD

“CMiC recognizes the needs of the industry and delivers with its standalone FIELD product. It taps into the intelligence that the technology offers and sets a business up for success.”

—Peggy Smedley

FIELD BY CMiC

For construction teams looking to complete complex projects with tightly managed costs and timeframes, FIELD can be deployed as a component of CMiC Enterprise or as a standalone solution to manage all aspects of a firm’s project-delivery operations. With this in hand, construction teams can collaborate with project stakeholders, control changes, manage the supply chain of subcontractors and materials suppliers, improve the bid process, and manage documents. Also, it can help with forecasting and resource planning. In the past year it launched FIELD as a standalone product, meaning companies of all sizes, including SMBs, can replace spreadsheets with a new tool. Built on a scalable construction platform, FIELD sets the stage for growth by enabling firms to take on—and deliver—a greater number of projects without adding overhead.